ABSTRACT.
There are virtually no computer models of tonal music theory, largely due to a preoccupation with syntax that comes from traditional linguistics, particularly from transformational grammar. Narmour ... any attempts to simulate the compositional abilities of humans will probably not succeed until in fact the musical models and plans that humans use are described and modeled.
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The next soprano note may be an
If so, the next bass note may be a C (parallel 10ths). The soprano may eventually reach a rhythmically accented high G (B-D-G triad).
The next chord may be more stable than the current I6 (I -> IV), and so on. That is, they don't start from scratch.
In fact, they make the need for higher-level structures (e.g., problem solvers) even more apparent.
There are musical composition "tasks" that provide some direction, such as the harmonization of a given melody.
As any music student knows, musical knowledge is as easily tested by composition as by analysis, and the same holds true, certainly, in NLP.
Conclusion.
Where If our analogy with research in natural language processing is valid, such a knowledge-based system will Provide better results than previous attempts.
